DxS Ltd.
DxS is a personalized medicine company that meets the needs of the pharmaceutical industry for biomarkers and companion diagnostics to support the development and sales of cancer and other therapies. The company provides both biomarker products, which are used predominately during clinical trials, and companion diagnostics, which aid doctors in selecting therapies for patients. Working in partnership with drug companies, DxS offer validated biomarker assays to support drug development and then regulatory approval, by identifying likely responders to drug therapies. DxS have launched the world's first cancer mutation companion diagnostic to support Amgen's Vectibix colorectal cancer therapy. DxS kits detect mutations in oncogenes associated with cancer drug response. TheraScreen is the range of CE-marked diagnostic products for detecting mutations in the EGFR and K-RAS genes. Validated biomarker kits are available for research use for EGFR, RAS, RAF, BCR-ABL and other genes that show a correlation between patient mutation status and drug response.